(PU) and instantly vacate the allocated spectrum when the PU appears. For this reason, devising optimal spectrum sensing strategies is one of the most important research topics in a CRN [2] . Thus the performance of a CRN significantly depends on the capability of the SU transmitters to sense the primary channel.
Internet of Things (IoT) is a promising technology that allows communications among sensor nodes, a continuous exchange of context between sender and receiver, and the ability to join and leave the network spontaneously [3] [4] [5] [6] . IoT has two essential properties: self-adaptation and self-organization. However, the great challenges for future IoT based multimedia applications are the spectrum scarcity problem, high implementation cost, high energy consumption, and low sum rate as compared with more general radio platforms due to the rapid increase in the number of wireless devices present in future IoT [6] systems. In order to support the applicability of CR for future IoT, the cluster based cognitive radio relay network (CCRRN) which utilises reporting frameworks is a promising approach. We propose a sequential approach with a relay which can be enhanced to more optimally consume the available spectrum and improve the sum rate in transmission.
Spectrum sensing plays a vital role in CRNs and can be broadly classified into two main categories: (1) non-cooperative spectrum sensing (NCSS) [7, 8] and (2) cooperative spectrum sensing (CSS) [9, 10] . In (1) , some of the most important techniques in the literature are, matched filter detection [11] , cyclostationary based detection [12] and energy detection (ED) [13, 14] . The matched filter is a faster and more optimal sensing technique which depends on the prior knowledge of the PU transmission including modulation type, bandwidth, carrier frequency, pulse shaping and frame format, etc. In cyclostationary based detection, overall performance is good, but it still requires partial knowledge of the PU's signal such as the properties of cyclic frequencies. On the other hand, the ED is considered as an attractive method due to the fact that it does not require any prior knowledge of the incumbent signal, its easy implementation and low complexity. However, the spectrum sensing accuracy is compromised because of fading, shadowing, uncertainty and the hidden terminal problem [15] [16] [17] . In (2) , it reduces sensing delay and improves sensing accuracy as it mitigates against the effects of fading, shadowing, uncertainty and the hidden terminal problem. It can be broadly classified into three main categories: (a) centralized, which declares one SU as a central node to make a final decision, (b) distributed, which makes a final decision through the linear combination of independent decisions and (c) relay-based spectrum sensing, which obtains higher PU detection probability due to the presence of a relay to assist the SU with lower PU detection probability [18] . In the centralized case, each SU performs local sensing independently and then forwards the sensing results to the fusion center (FC) through the noise free reporting channel between the SUs and the FC. The FC makes a final decision according to some fusion rules. These fusion rules can be classified as soft decision fusion (SDF) or hard decision fusion (HDF).
When we consider noisy reporting channels, the advantages of cooperative sensing can be limited [19] [20] [21] [22] . To mitigate against this problem [23] [24] [25] , a cluster based cooperative sensing scheme divides all the SUs into a number of clusters and selects the most favorable SU in each cluster as a cluster head (CH) to report sensing results. This can dramatically lessen the performance deterioration caused by the fading of the wireless channels. In these schemes, the SU selected as the CH has to fuse sensing data from all the cluster members (the SUs in this cluster). However, the existing spectrum sensing strategies have been evaluated by using rigid sensing time slots in a CRN. This means that each SU's reporting time slot and the CH reporting time slot offer no contribution to spectrum sensing, while SU sensing and reporting times and CH reporting times are in different time slots.
Contributions
In this paper, we have achieved the following major contributions:
• We propose an enhanced sum rate in the CCRRN using the sequential approach with a relay for future IoT systems, and formulate the sensing performance and the sum rate maximization problem in the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay [38] . The proposed sequential approach with and without a relay, requires us to use a utilization reporting framework to solve the maximization problem for the conventional non-sequential approach.
• The proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with and without a relay, is considered a noisy reporting channel between the SU and the CH due to SU members in the cluster often being at a distance from each other.
• We propose an efficient reporting mechanism in which each SU achieves a longer/ flexible sensing time slot to sense the PU signal due to a utilization reporting framework that employs the sequential approach in the CCRRN with a relay.
• We empirically examine the sensing performances at SUs, CHs and the FC by extending the sensing time slots with and without a relay using the SDF scheme i.e., 'n − out − of − k − rule'.
• Based on the false alarm and detection probabilities, the sum rate of the PN and CCRRN are analyzed using the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay and the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with and without a relay.
• We calculate the optimal false alarm probability (Lemma 3) which enhances the sum rate in the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with and without a relay; compared with the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay.
Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The general motivation and the background of this paper is summarized in the "Related works" section. "System model" section describes the system model which consists of a PN and a CCRRN. "Energy detection technique" section describes how each SU estimates its own measured energy from the PU signal. "The conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN" section describes the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN where each SU underutilizes the reporting framework. "The proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN utilizing the reporting framework" section describes the sensing performance and the sum rate analysis where each SU utilizes the reporting framework. The simulation parameters of the proposed approach and comparisons are given in the "Simulation results and discussion" section. We compare our proposed approach with other existing approaches which demonstrates better gain in terms of detection performance and sum rate maximization with low complexity. Finally, our conclusions and future work are addressed in the "Conclusions and future works" section. In order to make the paper more readable, the main parameters are listed in Table 1 .
Related works
CCRRNs with a relay scheme play an important role in utilizing the reporting framework. Thus, several publications are listed below that provide the background and recent research contributions of a sequential approach with and without a relay, and nonsequential approach with no relay schemes. The analysis of NCSS in a CRN is presented in [7, 8] . An analysis of CSS in a CRN is presented in [9, 10] . An efficient transmission mode selection based on reinforcement learning for cooperative CRNs is studied in [10] . It is shown that the spectrum sensing accuracy is compromised because of fading, shadowing, uncertainty and the hidden terminal problem [15] [16] [17] . In order to mitigate the fading problem, the relay based spectrum sensing in the CRN is studied in [18] . The advantages of CSS can be limited due to noisy reporting channels, which are studied in [19] [20] [21] [22] . To mitigate against this problem, cluster based CSS schemes are studied in [23] [24] [25] . Effective implementation of security based algorithmic approaches in mobile ad-hoc network and stochastic approaches for dynamic power management in wireless sensor network (WSN) are studied in [26, 27] . In a CRN with a large number of SUs, CSS requires many reports from SUs to the FC through the control channel, which can 
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The network end-to-end delay in the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay/the proposed sequential approach with and without a relay result in overhead traffic of the control channel. Some methods have been proposed to solve these problems with CSS, such as cluster-based CSS [28] and sequential CSS [29] [30] [31] . Vu-Van et al. [32] proposed a cluster based sequential CSS scheme for CRNs in order to significantly reduce the number of direct reports from SUs to the FC while keeping the similar sensing performance to that of the conventional CSS scheme. In this scheme, each SU performs local sensing independently and then forwards the sensing of hard decisions to the corresponding CH through the noise free reporting channel. All CHs forward their hard decisions to the corresponding FC through the noise free reporting channel. However, the sensing performance of this scheme may be decreased due to fading effects of reporting channels in real environments. Therefore, an efficient reporting mechanism is needed in the cluster based CSS scheme for enhanced spectrum sensing and sum rate maximization. Moreover, the sensing performance is also decreasing when we are using the HDF scheme, i.e., 'OR − rule' and 'AND − rule' . Therefore, the SDF scheme is needed in the cluster based CSS for further enhanced spectrum sensing and sum rate maximization. In [19] [20] [21] [22] 33] , with the objective of maximizing the sum rate of the CRN, a cluster-based CSS is proposed to obtain a proper assignment policy. However, the reporting channels are considered as error-free. Moreover, the sum rate was not analyzed as a utilization reporting framework. In [23] [24] [25] 34] , the authors propose a cluster-based CSS strategy to maximize an achievable sum rate scheme in the non-error-free environment. However, the sum rate was not analyzed as a utilization reporting framework. Hung et al. [35] proposed cognitive cooperative networks with a cluster based relaying scheme in which the secondary base station (SBS) transmits signals to multiple secondary receivers (SU-Rx) through the help of multiple secondary relays. However, the reporting channel between the SBS and SU-Rx is noise free. Yu H [36, 37] proposed the optimal channel sensing maximizing sum rate in CRNs with multiple SUs with the capacity of the CRN being analyzed. Moreover, some interesting characteristics including asymptotic results were observed. However, the sum rate was not analyzed as a utilization reporting framework approach in the CCRRN. Miah et al. [38] proposed maximization of the sum rate in amplify and forward (AF)-cognitive radio networks using the superposition approach with the sum rate of CRNs being analyzed. However, the sum rate was not analyzed based on the optimal probability of false alarm. Moreover, the sequential approach was not analyzed which would be a more favorable approach due to the limited reporting control channel.
System model
The proposed system model consists of a PN and a CCRRN as shown in Fig. 1 in which the SU is denoted as an unlicensed user that opportunistically accesses the spectrum of the PU without causing interference, whilst the PU remains the licensed user of the spectrum. The PN consists of PUs, i.e., primary transmitters and receivers. The operation of the PU is considered to be time division multiplexing access (TDMA). We assume that for each slot the PU transmitter sends data to its receiver independently with a probability ρ ∈ [0, 1], which is defined as the primary activity factor. On the other hand, it is assumed that the SU network is also a time slot-based network. The CCRRN consists of N SUs, i.e., secondary user transmitters and receivers that will simply act in an AF relay manner, K CHs and a FC where the N SUs are grouped into a cluster controlled by a CH based on a low energy adaptive clustering hierarchy-centralized (LEACH-C) protocol [39] [40] [41] [42] as shown in Fig. 1a . The process of the LEACH-C protocol is the build up of rounds; each round consists of two phases as follows: (1) the setup phase and (2) the steady state phase. In (1), each SU sends a 'request − message' = (SU ID , LOC(C), SNR) to the FC. Based on this 'request − message' , the FC determines CHs among all SUs, while the remaining SUs will act as cluster members. After the CHs are determined, the FC broadcasts a 'reply − message' = (CH ID , SYN (T )) . If the SUs CH ID matches its own ID, then the SU is a CH; otherwise, the SU is a cluster member and goes to sleep. Here SU ID , CH ID , LOC(C), SNR and SYN(T) stands for the identification number at the SU, the identification number at the CH, the current SU location, the signal to noise ratio and the In (2), the SUs start to share their measurement of the received PU signal to the corresponding CH, and then the CH collects their measurements and makes the cluster decision and relays it to the FC. Afterwards, the FC combines the received cluster decisions to make the global decision and then broadcasts it back to all CHs and the CHs send it to their cluster members.
In the proposed CCRRN with no relay scheme, the source SU sends the data to the destination SU during the time slot using a direct link. For the proposed CCRRN with a relay scheme, the source SU sends the data to the destination SU during the time slot and the relay SU receives the data on the same time slot due to the broadcast nature of communication, and then finally forwards the data to the destination SU in the manner of the AF protocol as shown in Fig. 1b .
Let H 1 and H 0 be the hypotheses representing the presence and absence of primary signals, respectively. Under this binary hypothesis testing problem, the spectrum sensing can be formulated as follows Depending on the packet transmission of the PU, the received signals of the jth SU can be formulated as follows where θ = 1 denotes the presence of the PU while θ = 0 denotes the absence of the PU, y j (l) denotes the sensing signal received by the jth SU, h j (l) is the channel gain between the jth SU and the PU with h = N j=1 h j . Moreover, x(l) is the PU transmit signal which is modulated on a binary phase shift keying (BPSK) signal with power p 2 x , w j (l) is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian (CSCG) noise with the variance of σ 2 w,j by the jth SU, and L is the number of samples.
Each SU will simply act in an AF manner, the N SUs relay their individual measurements of the PUs signal, y j (l) to the kth corresponding CH through a noisy control channel in the sequential manner. At the CH, the relay signal received by the corresponding CH from the jth SU will be given as follows where √ P t denotes the transmit power of each SU relay, g j denotes the amplitude of the channel gain of the jth SU and kth CH link, i.e., g = N j=1 g j (l) , and z j (l) is the noisy reporting channel of the jth SU and kth CH link which has zero mean and an additive white Gaussian noise with variance, i.e., σ 2 z,j . Then the signal to noise ratio (SNR) at the kth CH is given as follows (1)
without AF manner
where γ k is the SNR at the kth CH, which is defined as the ratio of the signal power to noise power.
Energy detection technique
The ED technique [43] [44] [45] is widely used in the spectrum sensing of the SU, because it can be implemented easily without acquiring any prior information of the PU signal. We assume that each SU transmitter senses the PU signal using the ED technique. The structure of the channel sensing process at the SU transmitter employing the ED is shown in Fig. 2 . At the particular cluster with N SUs, the sensing result, r j (l) received by the jth SU transmitter is the signal power in a particular frequency in the time domain, a band-pass filter is applied to the received signal, then the output of this filter is transformed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which will be individually averaged and squared using the ED to estimate its own measured energy as given by where r j ( l F s ) is the lth sample of a received signal by the jth SU at the CH which is defined as L = τ s F s , here τ s is the sensing duration which is commonly used by all SUs to sense the PU signal and F s is the sampling frequency of the PU signal.
The probability distribution function (PDF) can be approximated as a Gaussian random variable using the central limit theorem (CLT) as follows
Conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN
In the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, all SUs sense the PU signal at a time during the rigid sensing time slot and forward their sensing results to the CH during the reporting time slot. In this conventional approach, we do not utilize the reporting framework as all SUs forward their sensing results to the CHs in a non-sequential manner. As an example, the 2nd SU in the 1st cluster cannot utilize the rigid reporting time slot of the 1st SU for sensing the PU signal, and the 3rd SU in the 1st cluster cannot utilize the rigid reporting time slots of the previous 1st SU and 2nd SU for sensing (5 
A block diagram of the energy detection technique [43] [44] [45] the PU signal, and so on; similarly, the 1st SU in the 2nd cluster cannot utilize the rigid reporting time slot of the 1st cluster head for sensing the PU signal, and the 1st SU in the 3rd cluster cannot utilize the rigid reporting time slots of the previous 1st cluster head and 2nd cluster head for sensing the PU signal, and so on [13] . Figure 3 shows the frame structure for the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay and under utilizing the reporting framework. Under the given frame structure, all SUs sense the PU channel with a rigid sensing time slot τ s , as shown in Algorithm 1. During a rigid sensing time slot τ s , the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay will not be applicable for the future IoT as the detection gain is not sufficient.
Lemma 1 When the PU signal, x(l) is a BPSK-modulated signal, the channel noise between the PU and the jth SU, w j (l), is a CSCG, and the reporting channel between the jth SU and the kth CH is noise-free. An estimation of the received signal power is given by all SUs in the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay as follows [38]
Proof Please see Appendix.
Frame structure of a time slot for sensing, reporting and packet transmission in the conventional nonsequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay by under utilizing reporting framework [13, 14] Now, the kth CH calculates a cluster decision test statistic from all the individual test statistics [E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E N ] of an individual SU and multiplies the weight-coefficient of the SU by a linear statistic combination (LSC) manner as follows where ω j is the weight-coefficient assigned on the jth SU at the kth cluster.
Based on the Eq. (8), we can calculate the kth cluster probability of false alarm P where Q(t) denotes a Gaussian tail function which is defined as
2 dx. From Eqs. (9) and (10), we can calculate the decision threshold con k at the kth CH as follows where Q −1 (t) denotes an inverse-Gaussian tail function.
We can calculate the sensing time in the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay and guarantee the sensing performance given by the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection using Eqs. (9) and (10) 
In Algorithm 1, all SUs are under utilizing the reporting framework as obtained fixed/ rigid sensing time slot (see line 5). Then, it computes the probability of false alarm (see line 7) and the probability of detection (see line 8) at the kth cluster in the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay ( P t = 1).
Proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN utilizing the reporting framework
In the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN, the sensing performance is discussed in the "Spectrum sensing analysis" section and the system sum rate is discussed in the "Sum rate analysis" section.
Spectrum sensing analysis
The proposed scheme utilizing the reporting framework, namely the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN, is a promising solution for the spectrum scarcity problem [46] [47] [48] of the future IoT multimedia applications. In this approach, each SU can obtain a longer/flexible sensing time slot due to the rest of the SUs reporting time slots and the CH reporting time slots being combined to the longer/flexible sensing time slot for that as shown in Fig. 4 and Algorithm 2. A major challenge in the proposed sequential approach is utilizing the spectrum more efficiently which will be more applicable for the future IoT systems.
In Fig. 4 , the 2nd SU in the 1st cluster can utilize the rigid reporting time slot of the 1st SU for sensing the PU signal, and the 3rd SU in the 1st cluster can utilize the fixed/rigid reporting time slots of the previous 1st SU and 2nd SU for sensing the PU signal, and so on. Moreover, the 1st SU in the 2nd cluster can utilize the rigid reporting time slot of the 1st cluster head (CH 1 ) for sensing the PU signal, and the 1st SU in the 3rd cluster can utilize the rigid reporting time slots of the previous 1st cluster head (CH 1 ) and 2nd cluster head (CH 2 ) for sensing the PU signal, and so on.
Lemma 2 When the PU signal x (l) is a BPSK-modulated signal, w j (l) is a CSCG channel noise between the PU and the jth SU and z j (l) is the reporting channel noise between the jth SU and the kth CH which is defined as CSCG. An estimation of the received signal power is given by all SUs in the proposed sequential approach with a relay as given by
where
Proof Please see Appendix. Based on the Eq. (15), we can calculate the probability of false alarm and the probability of detection in the proposed sequential approach with a relay at the kth cluster as follows From Eqs. (16) and (17), we can calculate the decision threshold, (16)
Proposition 2 In the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with and without a relay, all the SUs at the kth clusters have obtained the longer/flexible sensing time slot which is denoted as follows
The proposed Algorithm 2 exhibits the whole idea. In Algorithm 2, it checks N = 1, K = 1 (see line 4) as the 1st SU of the 1st cluster in this case the reporting framework is not being utilized as it is obtaining a fixed/rigid sensing time slot (see line 5); otherwise, all SUs are utilizing the reporting framework and are obtaining a longer/flexible sensing time slot (see line 7). Then, it computes the probability of false alarm (see line 11) and the probability of detection (see line 12) at the kth cluster in the proposed sequential approach with a relay ( P t � = 1 ) (see line 10), otherwise, it computes the probability of false alarm (see line 14) and the probability of detection (see line 15) at the kth cluster in the proposed sequential approach with no relay ( P t = 1 ). After then, it computes a global decision at the FC which is defined as (P The network end-to-end delay is another important factor in the CRN [30] . Based on Figs. 3 and 4 , the network end-to-end delay of the conventional CCRRN with no relay and the proposed CCRRN with and without a relay are the same, denoted as δ d which is defined as follows Here, if τ r,SU = τ r,CH , then the reporting time slot is denoted as τ r .
Sum rate analysis
With the frame structure and sensing performance in the above section, we can analyze the system sum rate with several assumptions. In the transmission slot, if the SU transmitter does not detect the PU signal, it determines that the channel is available and transmits data to its own receiver; otherwise, it waits until the channel becomes available for its transmission that are scheduled in a round-robin manner. When sensing accuracy perfect, e.g. when the PU is absent and the absence of the PU is accurately detected by the SU, the SU can access the primary spectrum with the probability (1 − P m f ,FC ) ; otherwise, when the PU is present and the presence of the PU is accurately detected by the SU, the SU can not access the primary spectrum with the probability P d,FC . In this case, the sum rate of all users including both PU and SUs in a round-robin manner is calculated as follows [36, 37] where C PU denotes the channel capacity of the PU link, C j,SU denotes the channel capacity of the jth SU link, and ρ ∈ [0, 1] denotes the primary activity factor which means the probability of the PUs transmitting in a given frame.
The C p and C j,SU are given as follows where SNR PU denotes the SNR of the PUs link, SNR j,SU denotes the SNR of the jth SU link in the CCRRN and T denotes the total frame length.
Lemma 3
If the optimal probability of false alarm P * f ,k is a non-decreasing function of ρ, then the P * f ,k is maximizing the sum rate as follows
Simulation results and discussion
In this section, we verify the theoretical results and evaluate the performance of the proposed sequential approach with and without a relay. This is done through numerical simulations via Mathlab. Monte-Carlo simulations were carried out using the simulation parameters listed in Table 2 below.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively show cluster and global sensing performance, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, the proposed sequential approach with no relay and the proposed sequential approach with a relay. In the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, ( 
22)
3 CHs have the same performance, then just one curve is shown in Fig. 5 . The reason is that the rigid sensing time τ kj s in the Eq. (13) for the case of the conventional nonsequential approach has no contribution on sensing gain, as mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 6 , the third cluster has a better sensing performance than the others because the SUs in this cluster have a longer sensing duration than those in the other first and second clusters due to the proposed sequential approach in Eq. (15) for the case that the reporting time has contributed to sensing gain, as mentioned above. As shown in Fig. 7 , the third cluster has a much better sensing performance than the others because the SUs in this cluster have a longer sensing duration due to the sequential approach than those in the other first and second clusters. The reasons are firstly, the flexible sensing time τ kj s in Eq. (15) has contributed to the sensing gain; and secondly, each SU acts in an AF manner in the proposed sequential approach with a relay based on Eqs. (16) and (17), as mentioned above.
As shown in Fig. 8 , by comparing these ROCs at the FC based on Eqs. (19) and (20) for the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, the proposed sequential
Table 2 Simulation parameters

Parameters Value
The total number of SUs, N 12
The total number of CHs, K 3
The sampling frequency, F s 300 kHz
The sensing time, τ s 300 ms
The reporting time at the SU, τ r,SU 30 ms
The reporting time at the CH, τ r,CH 30 ms
The approach with no relay and proposed sequential approach with a relay, it can be seen that the proposed sequential approach with and without a relay shows better sensing capabilities than the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay which can be applicable for the future IoT systems. In addition, the proposed sequential approach with a relay shows much better sensing performance than the proposed sequential approach with no relay because each SU simply acts as a relay in the proposed sequential approach with a relay. It is found that the proposed sequential approach with a relay outperforms the other approaches for all cases which makes it more applicable for the future IoT systems. ROC at FC using sequential approach with no relay ROC at CH1 using sequential approach with no relay ROC at CH2 using sequential approach with no relay ROC at CH3 using sequential approach with no relay : Probability of detection ROC at FC using sequential approach with a relay ROC at CH1 using sequential approach with a relay ROC at CH2 using sequential approach with a relay ROC at CH3 using sequential approach with a relay Fig. 7 ROC curves at CH and FC for the proposed sequential approach with a relay Figure 9 shows the sum rates for the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, the proposed sequential approach with no relay and the proposed sequential approach with a relay depending on the false alarm probability of a SU, i.e., the sum rate is a function of P f . The sum rate of the proposed sequential approach with a relay is higher than when compared with both the conventional non-sequential approaches and the sequential approach with no relay for the entire range of P f , which can be more applicable for the future IoT. Fig. 9 Sum rate curves vs. probability of false alarm P f for the SU in the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, the sequential approach with no relay and the sequential approach with a relay when the primary activity factor is ρ = 0.7
Moreover, the sum rate curve is a function of ρ for a given probability of false alarm ( P f = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 1 ). Therefore, we show the sum rate of the conventional nonsequential approach with no relay, the proposed sequential approach with no relay and the proposed sequential approach with a relay, respectively as shown in Fig. 10 .
Additionally, the sum rate curve is a quasi-concave function of P f for a given primary activity factor ρ . Therefore, there exists the optimal value of P f which enhances the sum rate for a given ρ . For the sum rate of the proposed sequential approach with a relay when ρ = 0.8 , the optimal P f is given by 0.38. In the case of the proposed sequential approach with no relay and the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay respectively, the optimal probability of false alarm P * f is 0.41 and 0.47 as shown in Fig. 11 . In order to compare the sensing gain at CH 3 , the proposed sequential approach with a relay and with no relay, can detect the spectrum with 72% and 68% detection accuracy, respectively whereas the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay detects the PU's signal with 54% as shown in Table 3 .
In order to compare the sensing gain at a FC, the proposed sequential approach with a relay and with no relay can detect the spectrum with 84% and 80% detection accuracy, respectively whereas the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay detects the PU's signal with 70% as shown in Table 4 .
In order to compare the sum rate, the proposed sequential approach with no relay and with a relay can be obtained as an enhanced sum rate with 2.62Hz and 2.75Hz, respectively compared to the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay is 2.50Hz as shown in Table 5 .
In order to compare the optimal probability of false alarm (P * f ) , the proposed sequential approach with no relay and with a relay achieves an accuracy with respect to false alarm of 41% and 39% , respectively, compared to the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay which achieves an accuracy of 49% as shown in Table 6 . 
Fig. 11
Optimal probability of false alarm P * f vs the primary activity factor ρ in the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay, the sequential approach with no relay and the sequential approach with a relay Table 6 The optimal probability of false alarm vs. primary activity factor The results listed in Tables 3, 4 , 5 and 6 show that the proposed sequential approach with a relay achieves better sensing gain, enhanced sum rates and lower optimal probability of false alarm P * f compared to the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay which is more applicable for the future IoT.
Conclusion and future works
The main purpose of the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with and without a relay is to achieve not only better sensing gain of SUs, but also to maximize the sum rate of the SU's transmitter and receiver. In this paper, an efficient reporting mechanism scheme based on the sequential approach in the CCRRN has been proposed to gain a better detection and enhanced sum rate by utilizing the reporting frameworks of SUs and CHs. In detection gain, the probability of detection in the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with a relay are 4% and 14% over the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay and the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay, respectively. In addition, the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay and with a relay achieved an optimal probability of false alarm P * f which maximizes the sum rate for a given primary activity factor ρ over the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay. In sum rate maximization, the sum rate of the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with a relay are 13% and 25% over the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay and the conventional non-sequential approach in the CCRRN with no relay, respectively. Therefore, we conclude that our proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN with a relay will be more applicable for the future IoT due to the fact that it mitigates the spectrum scarcity problem.
For future work, we will analyze the sum rate based on an efficient reporting mechanism whilst considering the interference to the PUs. Moreover, we will discuss the complexity of the proposed Algorithm 2 compared to the conventional Algorithm 1. Also, we will analyze detection and sum rate performance for scenarios when all SUs and CHs are moving.
We consider the BPSK modulated PU signal, in this case, we set M = 2 . By substituting this in Eq. (28) is given as follows Also, we consider the CSCG noise. We define E|w(l)| 4 as follows:
We can rewrite the Eq. (27) using the Eqs. (29) and (30) as follows Now, substituting the value of the PU signal, p 2 x = 0 , then we can calculate the mean, µ 0 is given under the hypothesis H 0 in the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay as follows Also, substituting the value of the PU signal, p 2 x = 0 in Eq. (27), then we can calculate the variance, σ 2 0 is given under the hypothesis H 0 in the conventional approach with no relay as follows
Proof of Lemma 2
In the proposed sequential approach with a relay, we consider the reporting channel noise between the jth SU and the kth CH is z(l). The mean, µ 1 of the received signal energy under the hypothesis H 1 is given using Eq. (26) as follows Similarly, in the proposed sequential approach with a relay, the variance, σ 2 1 of the received signal energy under the hypothesis H 1 with relay is given using Eq. (27) as follows
In the proposed sequential approach with a relay, if the PU signal is a complex M-ary pulse amplitude modulation (M-PAM) signal, then E|x(l)| 4 is given using Eq. (28) as follows (29) 
In the proposed sequential approach with a relay, we consider the BPSK modulated PU signal, in this case, we set M = 2 . By substituting this in Eq. (36) is given as follows Also, in the proposed sequential approach with a relay, we consider the CSCG noise. We define E|w(l) + z(l)| as follows
We can rewrite the Eq. (35) using the Eqs. (37) and (38) as follows Now, substituting the value of the PU signal, p 2 x , then we can calculate the mean, µ 0 is given under the hypothesis H 0 in the proposed sequential approach with a relay as follows Also, substituting the value of the PU signal, p 2 x = 0 in Eq. (35), then we can calculate the variance, σ 2 0 is given under the hypothesis H 0 in the proposed sequential approach with a relay as follows Proof of Lemma 3 First, we prove that the optimal probability of false alarm is a nondecreasing function of ρ which is defined as P * f (ρ) . We can rewrite the Eqs. (16) and (17) 
Here,
is a monotone decreasing function of ρ . Therefore, the P * f (ρ) is a nondecreasing function of ρ due to the right side of Eq. (44) is also a monotonic decreasing function of ρ . The optimal probability of false alarm P * f is maximizing the sum rate R max sum .
Proof of Proposition 1
In the conventional non-sequential approach with no relay as shown in Fig. 3 , it is observed that the jth SU in the 1st cluster has a rigid sensing time slot to sense the PU signal as follows
Similarly, for the 2nd cluster, the sensing time for the jth SU can be obtained by And so on. In summary, the jth SU in the kth cluster has the sensing time as follows Therefore, from the Eqs. (45), (46) and (47), it is obvious that the conventional nonsequential approach in the CCRRN underutilized the reporting framework.
Proof of Proposition 2
In the proposed sequential approach in the CCRRN as shown in Fig. 4 , it is observed that the 2nd SU in the 1st cluster have obtained flexible sensing time slot to sense the PU signal due to the 1st SU reporting time slot and the 2nd SU sensing time slot are merged to the 2nd SU sensing time slot as follows Similarly, for the 3rd SU in the 1st cluster have obtained as follows:
And so on. Finally, for the jth SU in the 1st cluster have obtained as follows Similarly, for the 2nd cluster, the sensing time for the jth SU can be obtained by (45) ) is equal to sum of the conventional fixed/rigid sensing time (τ con s ) , reporting time (τ r,SU ) at the SU and reporting time (τ r,CH ) at the CH. 
